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Tino Sehgal makes what he calls “constructed situations.” He uses the raw materials of voice,

language, and movement to build pieces of art. For “This Progress” (2010), he filled the rotunda of

the Guggenheim with a corps of “interpreters”—children, teen-agers, baby boomers, octogenarians

—who, according to a set of rules devised by Sehgal, engaged each visitor in a conversation,

delivering him to progressively older interlocutors as he spiralled up the museum’s ramp. The piece,

which made intimates of strangers, was exhilarating. Visitors shared such confidences as “The

smaller the diamond, the better the marriage” and “Mr. Hitler ruined my childhood.” Some of them

left in tears. (The critic Jerry Saltz pointed out that it was the only work of art he’d ever encountered

that could cry back.) “This Progress” reflected Sehgal’s desire to redefine art as the transformation

of actions rather than of things. “What my work is about is, Can something that is not an inanimate

object be considered valuable?” Sehgal said recently. He is, in a sense, an architect of interaction.

His works are collaborations, new builds on human turf.

Before going further, I should acknowledge that there’s a very good chance that Sehgal would

quarrel with everything I’ve just said. Talking to him can be like trying to work out a proof. One

day, he mentioned that he’d like to know more about novels, which he normally is “not that

interested in.” “Summer reading list?” I said, just trying to fill the beat. “No,” he replied. “That’s

not what I meant.” Interestingness is the categorical imperative of Sehgal’s world. I sometimes

pictured him as a Roman emperor, sitting in a box at the Colosseum and pronouncing a bloodied

idea “interesting” (it lives!) or “not interesting” (it dies!). The word “thorough” is interesting to

Sehgal, as is soccer and telling the truth; less so acting, cell phones, the discourse of reification, and

talking about one’s children too much.

Sehgal, who is thirty-six, lives in Berlin with the art historian Dorothea von Hantelmann and their

two young sons. The family shuttles between von Hantelmann’s apartment and a shared house that
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Sehgal has lived in for seventeen years. “I need a little bit of noise around,” he said. “I don’t like

this kind of apartment shoebox feeling. It makes me nervous.” His finickiness partly derives from

his personality—deliberate, cerebral, goofy yet aloof—but it is also a consequence of the nature of

his practice. Like many artists, he is sensitive about the way he is represented in the press; unlike

many artists, he is heavily dependent upon the press to represent him. First of all, his art is

ephemeral. Moreover, he forbids the creation of any of the by-products—photographs, videos,

catalogues, wall text—that normally derive from a work. His pieces leave no physical residue. To

see one, you have to either visit the museum or consult a tertiary report. In 2010, the Times ran an

illicit iPhone photo of “The Kiss,” in which a couple lay entwined on the floor of the Guggenheim,

reënacting romantic postures from the works of such artists as Rodin and Koons. Sehgal accused the

paper of being “ungentlemanly, very crass.”

This elusiveness of Sehgal’s work has raised suspicion in some quarters. Members of the art world

wonder if they are the dupes of a marketing ploy, while members of the public worry that they are

the butts of a complicated joke. At the Venice Biennale in 2005, when Sehgal showed “This Is So

Contemporary,” in which a group of guards chant, “Ooooh. This is so contemporary!,” the Harvard

art historian Benjamin H. D. Buchloh called bullshit. “Sehgal is the kind of artist who—had he

encountered Duchamp’s urinal in 1917—would have proposed to exhibit a kitchen sink the next

year, fully convinced that he had become a radical artist overnight,” he wrote. But Sehgal explains

his insistence on making art without artifact convincingly, as a “cleaner” iteration of the efforts of

such forebears as Yves Klein (who sold empty space for gold), Joseph Kosuth (who reproduced

entries from a dictionary), and Robert Barry (who released krypton and xenon into the atmosphere,

and once claimed to have transmitted a piece telepathically). He believes that mementos of his work

would threaten its purity, which could weaken its effect. “There’s something deeply optimistic in

his work,” Hans Ulrich Obrist, the co-director of the Serpentine Gallery, in London, and a close

friend of Sehgal’s, said recently. “It believes in change, in the production of reality, and that

engagement produces consequences.”

Although he is often mistaken for an ironist, Sehgal is an idealist, who has wedded the anti-

materialist impulses of environmentalism to the immaterialist ones of conceptual art. He thinks

there is too much stuff in the world. In keeping with his principles, he declines to travel by air.

(When he visits America, he takes a boat.) This is akin, in the hyper-peripatetic art world, to a

professional skier refusing to use a lift. “I think it’s obvious why, in the twenty-first century,” he

said, when I asked him why he avoided planes. He is not against the market—rather, he wants to

work within it, to explore the notion of whether it might be able to traffic in something other than

material goods. How can we continue to make things, he is asking, once we’ve reached the limits of



growth?

Sehgal is trained in political economy (Technical University of Berlin, University of Essen) and

dance (Folkwang University of the Arts, in Essen), a biographical Googlewhack that has yielded a

freakish career. “DANCING ECONOMIST SEHGAL EMPTIES GUGGENHEIM WITH WEIRD

NEW SHOW,” a 2010 Bloomberg headline read. His ambitions are more multinational than mom-

and-pop. “He’s the biggest ego I’ve ever seen,” his longtime friend Jens Hoffmann, the director of

the Wattis Institute for Contemporary Arts, in San Francisco, told me. “He doesn’t want to be

famous, he doesn’t want to make money. I think Tino’s real goal is to be known as someone who

has changed the course of art, or maybe something beyond that.”

Sehgal redeems his pretensions by exceeding his ambitions. He was the youngest artist ever to be

granted a solo show in the Guggenheim’s rotunda. Last week, “These Associations,” his most

complex piece to date, opened at Tate Modern, in London. At any given moment, the piece requires

seventy interpreters—some civilians, some professional dancers—who will engage, over the next

three months, each of the museum’s estimated million visitors who take them up on the offer.

Perhaps it is best thought of as interrogative art, a series of stylized dialogues that cut through the

niceties of social interaction, prompting a concentrated exchange of thoughts. It is the thirteenth

commission in the Unilever Series, which has allowed such artists as Olafur Eliasson and Ai

Weiwei to realize some of their grandest schemes in the museum’s Turbine Hall. “It is one of the

most radical works we have ever showed at Tate,” Chris Dercon, the museum’s director, said.

Meanwhile, Sehgal is showing an oceanic new work called “This Variation” at Documenta (13),

which runs until September 16th in Kassel, Germany. Bootlegs of the piece, which amounts to a

sort of sensory fun house, have been popping up on YouTube. Sehgal seemed uncowed by the

prospect of following, in the Turbine Hall, a blockbuster exhibition of Damien Hirst. When I asked

him what he thought of that show, he mentioned a Hirst-designed cup-and-saucer set that was

available in the Tate Modern gift shop. He said, “I was more interested in the mug.”

The quality of Sehgal’s pieces depends on vast amounts of invisible labor. A year before the Tate

opening, Asad Raza, Sehgal’s producer, had moved to London; Sehgal was commuting from Berlin.

For months, Raza had prospected amid the film clubs and docent groups and faculty lounges of

London, trying to find potential interpreters. “The hardest thing is getting a cross-section of

society,” Jessica Morgan, the curator of the Tate show, said. “The idea is that the piece has a sense

of the city. It’s supposed to have this texture, so that you don’t feel, if you’re in your fifties, ‘Oh,

this is just a bunch of hipsters mucking about in the Turbine Hall.’ ”

By early May, they had enlisted around fifty candidates who fulfilled the criterion of being

“profound and measured”—“You want depth, but you don’t want the person to become a



spectacle,” Sehgal explained. They were overwhelmingly well educated, and well off. (A truer

picture of London might include some underachievers and convenience-store clerks.) One

afternoon, a group of them convened in a gray, concrete room at Tate Modern for a rehearsal.

People sat in rapt pairs at a series of white tables with low benches. It could have been a speed-

dating mixer.

“O.K., you guys. Talkers stand up,” Sehgal said, speaking over the din. He stood like a pregnant

woman, back arched, with his hands on his haunches. At his command, the group members who had

been designated to practice speaking switched partners. After several rounds, Sehgal summoned the

group together. They had been working with four “prompts,” which were meant to call forth

anecdotes that they would deploy in the conversational part of the piece. The prompts required the

talkers to discuss moments when they had experienced either a sense of arrival, a sense of

belonging, a sense of satisfaction, or a sense of dissatisfaction with themselves.

“ ‘Satisfied,’ that’s probably the most difficult, yes?” Sehgal began.

A woman replied that she had found “dissatisfaction” problematic, because “you feel like you’re 
lumbering someone with this issue you’re struggling with.”

“The more detailed it is, the better,” Sehgal said.

Another woman chimed in. “Conversations with people you don’t know are like a little present that 
you proffer,” she said. “ ‘Dissatisfaction’ is a gift I don’t want to give.”

Sehgal met the mutiny with patience. Rather than asserting his authority as the artist, he just kept 
making his argument.

“It’s harder now than it will be when we’re really doing it,” he told the woman. “For instance, I 
know who you are, so there are social consequences.”

Another interpreter wanted to know whether the stories had to be strictly true.

“There’s no way I can control if you’re going to put in something false, but it’s kind of like this 
classic thing, that something empirical is always more interesting,” Sehgal said.

Next, the group prepared to practice a module of the piece that would require them to sing in 
unison. “Do you remember it?” Sehgal said, as the interpreters began tuning up a strange, 
mechanical ditty. It went, “Even if the old, the old, rootedness, rootedness, is being lost.” There was
something mesmerizing about the chorus. It had the feel of ritual—a post-industrial psalm. Sehgal 
inquired, “Who are the more confident singers?”

A woman with bicycles on her blouse replied, “Not me, when it’s Heidegger.”

The rehearsal was surprisingly improvisational. Sehgal doesn’t transcribe the texts, lyrics, and steps

that make up his pieces, so it is up to him and his interpreters to remember how to do them. “I have

this belief that if you have an idea, and you have to write it down to remember it, then it can’t be a

great idea,” he said. As nitpicky as he can be, he is open to serendipity. He is aware that the

mutations his work undergoes endow it with a sort of sedimentary thickness. “The loss of control is

a psychological necessity for me, as an artist,” Sehgal said. I asked Louise Höjer, who is managing

the piece in Kassel, whether Sehgal’s Socratic approach risked authorlessness. “That’s the reason



I’m here,” she said. “When I install a work, I often talk about it in terms of a culture. We have to

interpret the rules that Tino gives us and be human within them.”

Because it draws from many disciplines, Sehgal’s work is difficult to define. His term “constructed

situations” comes from the French theorist Guy Debord’s 1957 manifesto “Report on the

Construction of Situations,” which called for the artist to generate moments that would jolt the

spectator out of passivity, rendering him the co-creator of a less mediocre life. Hans Ulrich Obrist,

borrowing from the artists Gilbert & George, offered the term “living sculpture.” When I spoke to

Chris Dercon, he referred to Sehgal as a “question artist.” He said, “Tino’s asking very precise

questions, and if you ask precise questions you get precise answers. That’s the reason you cannot

escape his art.” Sehgal’s work is a proposition, not a polemic. “The thing about Tino’s work is the

way it continues to echo afterward,” Jessica Morgan said. “You kind of think to yourself, Should I

have said thank you?” Sehgal’s art demands engagement. Whatever it is, it is art during which you

can’t check your e-mail.

Sehgal is insistent that his work—even though it is as often heard and felt as it is seen—be

categorized as visual art. It riles him when his pieces are referred to as performance; he argues that,

unlike traditional theatre and dance, they are shown in a museum, throughout opening hours, and

they rely upon the participation of the individual, rather than the passive attention of a crowd. “The

concert, the church, the theatre don’t really seem to me to be adequate to contemporary society,” he

said. “In the theatre, you do something one time for eight hundred people, but we might do

something eight hundred times for one person.”

With their regional accents and bad breath, Sehgal’s pieces defy the vogue for monumentalism.

“His work brings life back to more human proportion,” Marian Goodman, his gallerist, told me.

“This is a work by Tino Sehgal,” the child who greets a visitor in “This Progress” begins. “May I

ask you a question? What is progress?” Sehgal’s art resides in the second person. You choose your

own adventure.

Sehgal is also aware that the performing arts command less prestige than those which we consider

visual art. His abandonment of the theatre has caused, according to the performance critic Claudia

La Rocco, “some eye-rolling” in the world of contemporary dance and performance. “I think it’s a

little disingenuous, if you’re relying often on trained dancers and choreographers, to distance

yourself from that,” La Rocco said. When I mentioned such criticisms to Sehgal, he affirmed

without apology his strategic desire to benefit from the clout of the museum. “You send your

children to the museum, and that’s the official version of who we are, as a society,” he said. “It has

that power.” He continued, “Lady Gaga, she’s the most visible human being on the planet, but she

wants to be an artist. She asked Klaus”—Klaus Biesenbach, the director of MOMA PS1—“ ‘Is this



art, what I’m doing?’ And he was like, ‘No.’ Putting my work in the museum, it’s also a political

move. Because of this high status of the object in our culture, something has to be a thing. Live

efforts are almost marginal. I think dance, for example, is just as much a thing, and I want for it to

have the same status. I don’t want it to be the thing that comes in the evening and is, like, the happy

music.”

The group at the Tate proceeded into the Turbine Hall, where Sehgal instructed them to assemble

against the far wall. Over the course of twenty-five minutes, they were to walk back and forth from

one end of the room to the other, as an accelerating mass. “The Turbine Hall was a place for turning

fossil fuel into electricity, a place that epitomizes industrialization,” Sehgal said. “I’m hoping for

the piece to be a kind of meditation on the changes this process has brought about in terms of

interpersonal relations.” Sehgal’s mode of thought is relentlessly teleological. He is a fiend for

tectonic shifts in human behavior, sweeping theories that explain the world in several-hundred-year

chunks, Ages of. He gave the signal. For almost half an hour, the group moved through the hall,

zombielike. Afterward, Sehgal recalled them to the wall, mocking the theatrical stiffness in their

movement.

“Nobody ever said you had to be like a total eighties dancer from France or something,” he said. He

continued, “The ultimate ambition is to make our group grow. That is the piece.”

In 1987, when Sehgal was eleven, he cancelled Christmas. “I wrote my parents a letter and said, I

don’t want to be a part of this Christmas thing,” he recalled. “I rejected my presents. This whole

kind of Christian colonizing of what was a collective, pagan ritual—I’ve mellowed out a bit, but I

was enraged, somehow, by that.”

Sehgal was born in London, where his father, Surin, a native of what is now Pakistan, worked for

I.B.M. His mother, Therese, who is German, stayed home with Tino and his younger sister,

Melanie. After a stint in Paris, the family moved to Düsseldorf, and then to Böblingen, a

comfortable suburb of Stuttgart. In addition to having a large I.B.M. plant, Böblingen was home to

Hewlett-Packard, Mercedes, and Philips. It was a landscape of concrete. Any threat from nature had

been subdued. Sehgal found the scrubbed industriousness of his surroundings oppressive; his

upbringing, he says, was “totally uncultural.” He recalled, “My father came out of India, where he

had a tough childhood in Partition.” Having lost his material wealth, Sehgal says, his father applied

himself to acquiring the trappings of a middle-class life. “I knew that just wasn’t going to work,

psychologically, as a life, or sustainably, as a society.”

Like all adolescents nurturing a sense of injustice, Sehgal searched for a source of power. He

became a skateboarder—Airwalks and baggy pants. The landscape began to morph. “I think a lot of

Tino’s stuff comes from skateboarders looking at railings and concrete, and thinking, How can I use



that in a different way?” Asad Raza, Sehgal’s producer, said. At sixteen, Sehgal spoke in favor of a

public-transportation project at a city-council meeting in Stuttgart. “I remember seeing the minister

of transportation dive and dodge,” he told Arthur Lubow, of the Times Magazine. “All he could do

was administer what the public opinion was, or else he would be voted out in the next election.”

Sehgal recalls this moment as an epiphany. He would register his rebuke through culture rather than

politics.

Sehgal is fluent in any number of esoteric disciplines. Charlotte Higgins, a Guardian reporter who

was sent to interview him on the eve of the Tate show, wrote that Sehgal, upon hearing that she had

studied classics, held forth on the politics of prostration in Procopius. Still, what doesn’t interest

him doesn’t interest him: “There are huge blank areas in his history of art,” Jessica Morgan said. It

is a wonder that Sehgal did not become a professor, like his sister, who teaches philosophy and

literature in Frankfurt. “This idea of an embodied knowledge, versus writing things down, somehow

to me seemed more of a challenge than maintaining this kind of critical distance,” Sehgal explained,

of his choice to pursue dance. When he was nineteen, he saw a performance by the experimental

choreographer Xavier Le Roy. Soon afterward, he showed up on Le Roy’s doorstep. I asked Le Roy

what Sehgal was like as a dancer. “Wild and intelligent,” he said.

Sehgal met Dorothea von Hantelmann when he was twenty-three, at a party after a dance

performance. After thirteen years together, their life and work have become deeply enmeshed.

When I asked von Hantelmann how they had influenced each other, she replied, “Oh, God.” Sehgal

said, “Especially when we first met, Dorothea was formative. As somebody who was not from a

sophisticated cultural background—even just her books and stuff, it was all there. I profited from

that a lot.” Sehgal lives modestly, but the conditions that govern his domestic life are less rigid than

those he imposes on his art. His boys have a Christmas. One day, I asked Sehgal what the last thing

he bought was. “My work comes out of a deep psychological place, so it’s not like I’m Object Man

at home. Theoretically, I’m not against objects, but, personally, I’m not comfortable attaching

myself to them—I don’t seek them out. What you can say about my home is that it’s not very

ambitious. The last time we went into a department store—Dorothea wanted to have some curtains

—that was already a year ago.”

During his twenties, Sehgal steeped himself in the European avant-garde. For a time, he worked as

a choreographer with Les Ballets C de la B, a dance company in Ghent. (A recent performance was

inspired by a transvestite cabaret.) Eventually, in the early nineties, he began making pieces for

himself. The first of these was “Twenty Minutes for the Twentieth Century,” in which Sehgal,

naked, danced a series of movements in twenty different styles, including those of Isadora Duncan

and George Balanchine. Jens Hoffmann, the curator, suggested to Sehgal that he show the piece in



museums, as it amounted to something like a “museum of dance.” Hoffmann recalled, “We were

probably twenty-three, at that point, and we were like, ‘Yeah, let’s just do it.’ It worked because we

knew it would work and there was absolutely no doubt in our minds.”

Some observers were skeptical, because of the hype, and the audacity of Sehgal’s maneuver. “It felt

a little glib,” Jessica Morgan recalled, of seeing Sehgal’s “This Is So Contemporary” for the first

time. But, as the work evolved, Sehgal made converts of his critics. Each piece solved the problems

of the last. “The interesting thing with Tino’s work is it’s completely hermetic,” Hoffmann said.

“There’s no way of finding any loopholes—it’s completely thought through.”

On the morning of June 22nd, I met Sehgal aboard the 7:01 A.M. Eurostar from London’s St.

Pancras Station to the Gare du Nord, in Paris. Tall and mussed, he had materialized just before the

train pulled out. He was wearing a gray wool cardigan and a white T-shirt that sagged around the

neck, giving it a little frill. His black jeans puddled around white sneakers that looked like they

were cut from blocks of foam. I don’t remember much of a hello.

ARTIST: It happens at a table—it’s a work for a couple, and they’ve invited some 
friends over for dinner. The first course starts, and one of the partners stands up and 
leaves the table. Then, forty-five seconds later, the other person of the couple also 
leaves the table. . . . The hosts stay away four or five minutes, and then they come back 
and they sit down at each other’s place. They eat the other’s food. So then, if the guests 
ask what’s up, they say, “This is a work by Tino Sehgal entitled ‘Those Thoughts.’ ” 
The work is actually the thoughts, and the prejudices, of the guests. And I’ve never seen
it, but I’ve heard about it.

REPORTER: You’ve never seen it?

ARTIST: Well, I’ve rehearsed it, in a restaurant in Venice, but I’ve never seen it.

REPORTER: Why don’t you just orchestrate one?

ARTIST: It would seem a bit self-centered, somehow.

REPORTER: If I were to do it tonight, why would it not be a work by Tino Sehgal?

ARTIST: It probably would be, actually. But that’s a more theoretical question. 
Because, for example, if you build a mirrored cube, which you could, why would it not 
be a work by Robert Morris?

Sehgal was travelling to Paris to sell some art. Nothing concrete would actually change hands.

Instead, Sehgal and Vincent Worms, who had agreed to buy two pieces for his Kadist Art

Foundation, would discuss the terms of sale. When a person buys one of Sehgal’s works, that

person acquires the right to have people enact it in the future. There would be no contract, no

certificate of authenticity. To complete the transaction, a notary would orally validate the

agreement, circumventing the paper trail.
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